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Systeme Helmholz:
25-year anniversary
Links
www.helmholz.com

Milestones of the
company
1988: Foundation of the
Helmholz engineering
office
1990: First S5 products
1998: S7-300 I/O product
family
1999: First distributor
overseas
2001: Profibus connector
2003: Netlink gateway
2006: Office in China
2007: Helmholz daughter
in Spain
2008: Own building in
Großenseebach
2009: REX 300 Ethernet
router
2009: Helmholz daughter
in France
2011: Helmholz daughter
in Benelux
2012: TB20 modular
I/O system
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Figure 1: Manfred Helmholz (right) is still the CEO, but daily business is done by Carsten
Bokholt (left) and Karsten Eichmüller (middle)
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wenty-five years ago,
Manfred Helmholz established an engineering
company for software and
plant commissioning with
two employees in Erlangen
(Germany). Just two years
later, he launched the first
Siemens S5 product. Today,
the 85-employees company
serves its worldwide customers through a network
of sales offices and distributors from its headquarters in
Großenseebach, just a few
kilometers away from the
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today the building is not rented, it is owned by the company. “And we need more
space,” said Carsten Bokholt, looking out of the window. “We plan to double the
size of the current building;
the land is already bought.”
CAN-related business
accounts for 10 percent
RI WKH FRPSDQ\·V LQFRPH

“Nevertheless, CAN products are important,” stated
Bokholt, who is responsible for research and development. “In particular, the
Profibus DP to CANopen
coupler and the CAN 300
PRO interface module are
our sales drivers in the
CAN business.” In addition,
the company offers CAN

connectors, and a CAN
bridge device. The company
sells more than 10000 CAN
products annually. Carsten
Bokholt did not want to answer questions about a CAN
1500 interface module: “This
can currently be neither confirmed nor denied.”
The
CAN
devices
are used in many different

Figure 2: The young Manfred Helmholz in 1988 at his desk
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Figure 3: The TB20 modular I/O system comes optionally
with a CANopen bus-coupler
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machines, including extruder downstream devices compliant with CiA 420 profiles.
They are also used in ship
automation systems and
in automotive test stands.
Recently, the company
introduced a ProfinetIO-to&$1RSHQJDWHZD\´,WGRHVQ·W
implement the CiA 309-4
specification,” said Bokholt.
“It is transparent to the ProfinetIO master, which makes
configuration much easier.”
All hardware and software
developments are done in
Germany. Even end-assembly and testing of the boards
KDSSHQV DW WKH FRPSDQ\·V
headquarters.
The company has developed the TB20 modular
I/O system, which was
already pre-announced in
2010. The available CANopen bus-coupler complies
with CiA 301 and partly with
CiA 401 (PDOs and process
data). The extension module
series comprises digital and
analog I/O functionality as
well as dedicated functions
(e.g. counters). The configuration of them is proprietary
DQG GRHVQ·W XVH WKH VWDQdardized CiA 401 parameters. The ergonomic design
has overcome disadvantages of some “early birds” from
competitors.
Energy measurement
is a hot topic. The company
will provide related TB20 I/O
modules in the near future,
which will measure for example the consumed power.
CiA has currently released
the corresponding CiA 458
CANopen profile for measuring energy consumption.
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The TB20 business
has not taken-off yet. “The
design-in phase of most applications is longer than a
year,” explained Bokholt.
“But we have already won
a lot of contracts. It is just a
matter of time until the TB20
sales will increase. It is one
of our key-products for the
future.”
0DQIUHG +HOPKRO]·V
commitment to “Made in
Germany” will be continued in the future. “Our customers expect high product
quality,” stated Bokholt, “and
we want to satisfy them with
products developed and
manufactured in Germany,
the home of quality.” The
products are tested in-house
and by external independent laboratories (e.g. EMC
tests).
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